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Draw the equivalent circuit of a PV
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Storage
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Energy Storage (SMES)'
(CAES), and Superconducting Magnetic
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mean
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What do you know about MPPT?
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Part B
[Answer any

4(e).

,lrde questions from the followings; Figures in Se right margin indicate full marks.]

Derive the equation of generated power from the wind.

3

40). Classifr Wind Turbine (WT) based on wind speed of rotation. Describe variable
speed WT with proper skerch.
1(c). Suppose thar a NEG Micon 750/48 (750-kW generator, 48-m rotor) wind turbine is
mounted on a 60-m tower in an area of Shitakunda, Chittagong with 7-nls average
winds at 20-m height. Assuming standard air density, Rayleigh statistics, Class I
surface roughness, and an overall efficiency of 30%, estimate the annual energy

(kwt/yr)

3
4

deli. cred from that wind turbine.

Briefly

,ribe the selection of PV system configuration based on voltage and

2

Design a transformer isolated and transformer-less grid connected PV system.
Briefly give an overview of impact of wind power plants on power system dynamic
perfomrance. Also, draw the circuit diagram of DFIG based wind energy conversion
system and mention its two advantages.

4
4

think about the potentiality of
6(a). What do you
-
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6(b).

han esting energy from Biomass in
uments in favor ofyour opinion.
rt and Wave energy generator e.re different? If yes,
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Mention the diiterv'ees r.,r,!r, !er, rrese two t)?es of energy conversion system.
Give a brief overview on different technologies for hawesting tidal energy such as
the tidal sheam generator, Tidal barrage, and tidal lagoon.
Consider a tidal site in the coastal area of Chittagong tbat observed difference
between the high and low tide is 7 m. The basin area is about 0.7 sq. km which can
generate power for 4 hours in each cycle. The average available head is 7 u and
overall efficiency of generation is 70%. A.lso, consider specific weight of sea water
is 1020 kg/m3 and there are 715 firll tidal cycles ina year. Ifa tidal power plant is
going to be install at that locatiog Calculate the yearly powe.r output from that nlent.
Also, make a corunent about the feasibility of the tidal power plant at
. .. rited
location,

tt

?(a),
7(b).

7(c).

a

- ii r'esting wave energy? Briefly describe any
How elecricity can be produced from
wave
enetgy.
one method for harvesting
geothemral energy?
The Whisper H900 wind turbine has a 900-W generator with 2.13-m blades. In an
area with Gm/s average wind speeds, estimate the .energy delivered. @nergi
Estimate Using the Capacity Frctor Approach.)
What are the different ways to oblain lhe energy from Biomass? Write down the
name of the different methods suggested for maintaining the biogas productionAlso, Draw the typical power curve characteristics of wind turbine.
What
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[Answerany@questionsfiomthefollowings;Figuresintherightmarginindicatefullmarks.]

4(e).

Derive the equation of generated power from the wind'
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energy conversion
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Also, draw the circuit diagram of DFIG
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Give a brief overview on different technologies for harvesting tidal
the tidal stream generator, Tidal barrage, and tidal lagoon'
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